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Wall of Tank

Drill hole (Yellow) in wall of  Acrylic tank that is
about 1-2mm larger than the cable you need to
pass through the wall of the tank.  

The fit should be as tight as possible without
damaging the cable or making it difficult to pass
the cable through the wall.

Be careful not to strip off the outer cover of the
wire on the sharp hole edge

Make a potting material, using 2-part epoxy with
micro-filler balls to increase the viscosity, form a
putty that is sticky, but does not drip and insert the
material all around the cable and inside the hole,  

Make sure the potting (blue) is completely
surrounding the cable and overlaps the hole
slightly on the side and outside to prevent the plug
and cable from being pulled out of the hole.

Cable

Potting Cables in Acrylic Tanks Walls with 
2-Part Epoxy and Micro-Filler Potting Material

https://www.amazon.com/Gorilla-Epoxy-Minute-ounce-Syringe/dp/B001Z3C3AG/ref=sxin_5_osp60-d0391afb_cov?ascsubtag=amzn1.osa.d0391afb-83d7-4bfb-82b9-491243247191.ATVPDKIKX0DER.en_US&creativeASIN=B001Z3C3AG&crid=2Z1KRO3FO0GJQ&cv_ct_cx=2+part+epoxy+resin+clear&cv_ct_id=amzn1.osa.d0391afb-83d7-4bfb-82b9-491243247191.ATVPDKIKX0DER.en_US&cv_ct_pg=search&cv_ct_wn=osp-search&keywords=2+part+epoxy+resin+clear&linkCode=oas&pd_rd_i=B001Z3C3AG&pd_rd_r=19b45f61-44ba-4e7b-b407-f5b6568f2987&pd_rd_w=fJH37&pd_rd_wg=oZEPj&pf_rd_p=dac4d66e-658f-4cae-b10d-a35ac5eca0c3&pf_rd_r=ZRE7BB1E0X1HV42S70CC&qid=1584308986&sprefix=2+part+%2Caps%2C211&tag=mlbonsitepub-20
https://www.amazon.com/System-Three-3145S16-White-Microspheres/dp/B00BR2KQC2/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=resin+filler&qid=1584309096&s=hi&sr=1-2
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For cables that have connectors, drill the hole (yellow) for
the cable, then cut out the key slot (green).

Place the cable into the slot in the tank, and using chemical
welding (not epoxy) replace the keyslot back into the side of
the tank on top of cable.

Seal the cable with epoxy / microfiller potting mateeral.

NOTE:
When potting cables you are relying on the cable
to be "liquid tight" this is not always the case with
some mutli-wire cables like Ethernet and some
power cables.  

In these cases strip off the outer cable insulator at
the point where you will be potting the cable, and
then pot the insulated individual wires as a group
as they enter and exit the hole.

Make sure to get enough potting material between
the individual wires to seal them in the hole.
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